Photo Print : Which media to choose ?
You want to enlarge and print your best holidays photographs, or one of Esprit
Photographie E-shop caught your eye ! Right, but which media print are you
going to select ?
In this article I tell you all about the media prints that are available in the eshop (poster, Canva, forex and aluminim), and I help you to do the right choice !
Choose the best media print to showcase your pictures !

Poster
It offers a wide range of sizes, at a very low price. The poster can be put directly
on the wall, or framed.
Esprit Photographie posters are printed on high-end photo paper 250 g / m². The
fiinition is matt which reduces the reflections, and a white border is included so
that a possible frame doesn’t crop the photograph.

My opinion : Poster print is a trendy and economical choice, for those who like
to change the decro according to their wishes !

Forex Print

The foam board print is a very light-weight yet durable printing option, which
allows your picture to stand out. It consists of two thin plastic sheets and a layer
of hard foam that form the base for a matt picture.
It can even be used outside.

My opinion : My favorite ! Forex print is a light and modern solution to
showcase a photograph, with an attractive price.

Find all the photographs in the e-shop .

Canvas Print
This very popular technique gives to your print the look of a real live painting.
The photograph is printed on a canva and stapled on a natural wooden frame.

My opinion : a traditionnal option for a gallery effect.

Find all the photographs in the e-shop .

Aluminium Print

This resistant and indeformable material has many qualities, including longevity.
It’s also elegant and ultra modern, with a matt surface which reduces the reflects.

My opinion : Aluminium is the high-end and elegant choice. Sometimes it pays
to pay more !

There are many other medias, such as plexiglas, wallpaper, or even wood.
If you are interested in a particular material, or in a XXL size, do not hesitate to
contact me for a quote. I would be happy to answer all your requests.

